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Cloud computing and
the future of retail
by Martin Vilaboy
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artly because of the inherent complexities and partly due to overzealous marketing, any discussion of “the
cloud” should probably start with a
clarification of what exactly “cloud
computing” means to technology decision makers. Some have said the cloud is simply a euphemism for the Internet. Others argue that it’s really
nothing new but rather just a return to “centralized”
versus “distributed” computing, made accessible now
by the ubiquity of high-speed data networks.
As much truth as there may or may not be in
these oversimplifications, neither should be used as
an excuse to disregard the importance of what the
cloud is and can do, particularly when it comes to
the retail business. As it turns out, many of the benefits wrought by moving IT components to the cloud
directly address the daunting challenges and macro
trends facing retail IT departments today. In fact, it’s
even possible that the retail segment, at least in the
short term, has more to gain from the cloud trend
currently sweeping the IT world than most any other
industry vertical. Indeed, many retail analysts and experts believe that a transition to the cloud could prove
necessary to individual retailer’s survival long term.
Getting back to the beginning, The National Institute of Standards and Technology, for its part, defines
cloud computing as, “a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool
of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
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servers, storage, applications and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.”
NIST’s definition may or may not clear things
up. If not, most specialty retailers can think of cloud
computing as a model by which computing and IT
services and capabilities can be accessed anywhere,
on any device, through the Internet. That differs
from the traditional IT delivery model, whereby
hardware, such as servers and storage devices, as
well as software purchased through a license, would
reside at the physical location at which they are being
used. In the cloud, on the other hand, equipment and
business applications are housed on servers in large
data centers where a paid or “for-free” provider hosts
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For starters, the retail industry
doesn’t like to spend a lot on technology.
Retail IT operating budgets, as a percentage of revenue, are typically among
the lowest of all the major industries,
and we don’t expect that many retail
CFOs are anxious to shake this dubious distinction. By moving IT resources
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Initial Opportunities for Using the Cloud
Easy

New Business

• Provide IT support for new ventures
Business Continuity (storage)
• Extensive storage
• Back up & recovery

Batch and data intensive applications

Ease of Implementation

Software development and testing

Desktop productivity
• Web 2.0 applications
• Workgroup applications
• Office suites
• Email and calendaring

• One-off applications that don’t rely on real-time responses
• Data and high performance intensive applications

• Development and testing environment
• Performance testing
• Non production projects
• R&D activities
• Reduced time to market
Geographic expansion

• Replicate standard processes in new
locations and branches

(financial risk modeling, data compression,
graphic rendering, simulation, etc.)
• New back office applications

Peak load demands

• New business activities

• Applications with peak loads
• Seasonal Web sites

• Applications with scalability needs
Sensitive applications

• Mission critical applications

• Regulation-protected data (PCI, SOX ...)
Legacy
• Specific existing infrastructure
• Complex legacy systems

Hard
Value to the Enterprise
Source: Accenture Technology Labs
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as far as any trend- or fashion-based
retail goes, likely will require shorter
cycle times, more specialized inventory, tighter supply chain integration,
faster and more effective execution of
sales and marketing and more efficient
resource planning.
“Business conditions and cycles have
sped up dramatically,” warn analysts at
Retail Systems Research, “the consumer
is stunningly technologically savvy, and
business departments, most especially
marketing, must respond.”
“In general, total disclosure is available to anyone, anywhere from any device,” says Safran. “Retailers need to use
the same tools that the smart consumers
use to improve infrastructure, delivery
and support of their products.”
Unfortunately, the IT infrastructures
of most outdoor stores, and across the
greater specialty retail market, simply
aren’t ready to take advantage of the
opportunities, and those that aren’t will
find it increasingly difficult to compete
in the consumer driven reality of omnichannel commerce and fulfillment.
“IT can no longer dictate the pace,”
say RSR researchers, “and so it has no
choice but to move faster.”
C
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When asked to name the impediments to improving IT effectiveness,
retail IT decision makers repeatedly cite
slow and outdated infrastructures that
aren’t able to keep up with consumer
capabilities and emerging business
needs, show surveys by RSR. The top
technical inhibitor is ongoing maintenance of legacy infrastructures, named
among the top three by 64 percent of
respondents. Retail IT directors also say
they must spend less time on “catch up”
investments, more time differentiating
with IT-enabled capabilities and need
more speed to shorten the lead time to
customer demand fulfillment.
“We see retailers constantly exploring
new business models and adding new
capabilities to their application portfolios,
which in turn increases the complexity of
IT infrastructure and volume of data and
demands more computing power,” says
Ganapathy. But through the efficiencies of
shared resources, automation, on-demand
scalability and by leaving the development, service delivering and maintenance
of solutions to the IT and communications
experts, “cloud computing can reduce the
IT costs of managing existing and new
systems,” he continues.

CMY

Components of the Cloud
K

Although cloud computing is still an
emerging model with many of the rules
yet to be written, the general consensus
within the IT industry is that there are three
primary categories of cloud services. Below
we provide a brief description of each one
and how retailers can benefit from each,
courtesy of IBM.

Software
as a Service

Software as a service (SaaS) is the
distribution of software hosted by a provider
in a central and remote location and made
available to consumers over a network.
SaaS uses a pay-as-you-go pricing model,
which decreases or increases the number
of software licenses based on need, without
having to procure, install or maintain
software or hardware or incur ongoing
maintenance costs. When retailers use
the SaaS delivery model, they can access
business applications, such as accounts
payable and customer loyalty, virtually.

Platform
as a Service

With platform as a service (PaaS), the complete
application development and deployment
platform (both hardware and software) can be
delivered as a service, typically over the Internet.
Developers can create, test, deploy and host
applications quickly without having to bear the
cost and complexity of buying and managing the
underlying software and hardware. PaaS is often
referred to as “cloudware.” In some cases, Web
services, Web 2.0 capabilities and middleware
are offered as an integrated platform on which
applications can be built, assembled and run.
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Infrastructure
as a Service

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) provides
hardware components such as servers, network
equipment, memory, CPUs and disk space. With
IaaS, a retailer could run all operations without
installing and maintaining in-house data
centers. The approach to the delivery of these
services varies from provider to provider.
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Top Three Technical Inhibitors to Improving IT
Effectiveness and Responsiveness
“Cloud computing opens the door to
new capabilities including new business
processes and new application solutions that are retail industry specific at
a price point that is remarkably lower
than traditional solutions implemented
only one to two years ago,” Accenture
analysts concur.
Whereas the development or expansion of services and applications
traditionally required large upfront
investments in hardware and in-house
expertise, cloud customers can purchase only what they need and pay
only while they need it. A company can
utilize a dozen servers on Monday and
a hundred on Tuesday, for example, or
take advantage of a cloud provider’s
free or low-cost development tools.
Capabilities such as scenario modeling, forecasting, pricing optimization
and real-time inventory management
– which tend to be “lumpy,” time-consuming and data-intensive processes –
therefore can be done more quickly and
cost-effectively, say cloud proponents.
At the same time, software solutions
that are bought on a pay-per-use basis
can be quickly and easily integrated
into existing IP platforms.
“A wide variety of business applications, with unified sales, support,
transaction and provisioning, can
be accessed under one secure single
login,” says Safran. “From this Webbased dashboard, a small business can
order product, initiate a support ticket,
collaborate with colleagues, lock down
and protect all of their computers, back
up critical data, and even manage their
customer relationships all from the
cloud. That type of tight technology
integration ultimately increases efficiency, reduces redundancy and lowers
the cost of sales.”
“Think about the Y2K conundrum
and how much work businesses had
to do to update their systems,” says
Douglas. “If those businesses were
properly utilizing the cloud at that
time, the scope of their projects could
have been significantly reduced to
the point that it may have been just a
service migration project.”
One area where the cloud is particularly efficient is in the handling of
data. Every retailer knows that POS
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be more easily shared among internal
departments, as well as external partners and suppliers, thereby improving
inventory management.
Meanwhile, cloud computing helps
retailer better manage the peaks and valleys of seasonal and unexpected demand.
“In a typical IT environment, retailers
need to scale fixed datacenter resources
in advance of demand spikes,” says
Fred Bentfeld, general manager of U.S.
distribution and services sector at Microsoft. “This leads to wasted capacity and
increased costs.”
Even worse, it can mean an under
supply. But by taking advantage of cloud
computing, retailers can dynamically
adjust to the very dynamic nature of demand, says Bentfeld. “Retailers only have
to pay for the level of service they need,
without the costs of unused capacity or
under-supply of capacity.”
Likewise, emerging technology platforms such as social media, e-commerce
engines, search optimization and mobility solutions already exist “in the cloud,”
so this emerging IT model “can enable a

retailer to engage with its customers in
unique and novel ways without the level
of capital investment typically required
to build and support a new channel,”
say Accenture analysts.
In short, cloud computing provides
retailers with a cost-effective and infinitely scalable path to launching new
capabilities and rebuilding architectures
at a time when existing systems are
becoming dangerously obsolete.
Of course, moving to the cloud
doesn’t have to be an all or nothing
affair. IT systems and capabilities can
be cherry picked for cloud adoption in
order to allow existing investments to
adequately run their course. Similarly,
it’s understandable that retailers would
be reluctant to hand over confidential
customer data or POS systems to a
third-party provider.
With that in mind, cloud proponents and consultants recommend retailers start by migrating low-hanging
fruit, such as workgroup applications
or non-mission-critical, non-integrated
applications. Then be ready to scale

once the benefits are proven and concerns alleviated.
Not that it will be easy. Ongoing integration with existing systems has proven
a sticking point for some, as has security.
As with most technology, overcoming
these hurdles will require the expertise
of a trusted advisor.
“Any retailer that uses cloud-based
services needs to make sure that all
their vendors follow strict and contractual guidelines on privacy policy,
use a secure SSL to safely access their
services through public networks and
have a firm policy about data ownership,” Safran warns. “If a provider of
cloud-based services is fuzzy about
who owns the data and how it can be
affordably moved to another vendor,
move on and find another.”
“The more sensitive the data, the
more important it will be to validate
where the data resides and how it is being protected,” Douglas concurs. “Transparency, vendor management programs
and strong service level agreements
(SLAs) will be paramount.”
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